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I. Introduction 
 
The concept of the refluorescent atomic filter is shown in figure 2.  Only photons at the resonant 

frequency of the atomic transition line are absorbed; all other photons pass though the cell without 
interference.   If the atomic vapor is optically thick on the resonance absorption line, then photons absorbed 
by the atoms are trapped within the optical depth the entrance window of the cell. This trapping occurs at 
the same wavelength independent of the angle at which the photons arrive.  In the absence of quenching, 
these photons undergo a random walk as they are absorbed and emitted the potassium atoms. Since the 
mean free path is only a few microns, the trapped photons finally exit the cell in the backward direction, 
through the entrance window. In this manner, the cell appears as a Lambertian scatterer for light within the 
absorption bandwidth. As with any Lambertian scatterer, the illumination can come from any direction, so 
the potassium filter has an acceptance angle of up to 2π steradians.  This feature is in contrast to narrow 
linewidth  interference filters and etalons, which can only accept light over a very narrow entrance angle 
and are thus not useful for this wide angle application. 

The conceptual design of the WMS using a potassium vapor cell is shown in figure 3. The emission of 
the missile plume is collected by an optical system and imaged onto the surface of the potassium vapor cell.  
All background optical signals including the solar background will pass though the vapor cell and be 
dumped. Only the potassium light emission from the plume at the potassium D lines will be trapped at the 
surface and form an image. A beam splitter or equivalent method is used to separate the entering photons 
and reemitted photons, and a low f number lens is used to collect these reemitted photons and image them 
onto a CCD.   

II. Potassium Cell Absorption 
If a beam of monochromatic light propagates through an atomic gas with length L, the transmitted 

intensity is given by Beer’s Law:  

L
inout eII )(να−=  

where outI  and inI  are the transmitted and input light intensity respectively, and )(να  is the absorption 
coefficient at frequency ν . Considering the hyperfine structure of the potassium D transitions, the 
absorption coefficient is the summation of all hyperfine structure transition contributions: 
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where Ni is the number density of a specific isotope, fi is the oscillator strength, and )( iV ν  is the 
normalized Voigt line shape function for the specific hyperfine transition. 

Potassium has two well known resonance lines to the ground state, the D2 line: 4P3/2→ 4S1/2 and the D1 
line: 4P1/2 →4S1/2.  The transition probabilities of these two lines are approximately the same: 
AD2=3.87×107 s-1, AD1=3.87×107 s-1.  But the oscillator strengths are not.  The oscillator strength f can be 
calculated from the following equation:  
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Since gS1/2 =2, gP3/2=4, gP1/2=2, f is 2/3 for D2 line, f is 1/3 for D1 line.  So the absorption coefficient of 
the D2 transition is twice as large as the D1 transition, and thus the optical depth is shorter by a factor of 
two.  From this point of view the D2 lines is the better choice for the optical filter. In the following, the 
modeling and  experiments are restricted to the  D2 transition of K atom. 

There are three naturally occurring isotopes of K: 39K, 41K and 40K.  Their natural abundances are 39K 
93.26%, 41K 6.73%, 40K 0.012%. If we use the transitions of 39K as the reference, the isotopic shifts for 
other isotopes are: 41K: 236.15 MHz, and  40K: 126.43 MHz [7]. Different isotopes also have different 
nuclear spins: 39K:  I=3/2, 41K:  I=3/2, 40K:  I=4.  Because the natural abundance of 40K is comparably 
small, it is neglected in the modeling.  

The hyperfine energy shift due to the nuclear spin orbital angular momentum coupling is given by: 
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where )1()1()1( +−+−+= JJIIFFC , F is the total angular momentum and h is the Planck’s 
constant, I is the nuclear spin, and A and B are the hyperfine interaction constant for each state. The two 
terms in the equation originate from the magnetic dipole and the electrical quadruple interaction 
respectively.  The value of the coupling constants A and B are given in reference [8].  The relative 
wavelength and strength of all the D2 transitions included in the model are plotted in figure 4. 

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the splittings of the hyperfine lines are all less than 1 GHz, which is 
quite different from rubidium (~10 GHz) and mercury (~ 30 GHz).   

The absorption profile is then found from the summation of the broadened hyperfine lines.  The three 
broadening mechanism considered in the model are thermal broadening, natural broadening and collisional 
self broadening. The broadening due to atomic thermal motion contributes an inhomogeneous Gaussian 
component: 
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is the Gaussian-component width.  At our experiment condition, the body of the K cell is kept at T=200 ºC, 
which gives us the ∆νg~700 MHz.  Because the hyperfine splitting is on the order of 100 ~ 200 MHz, with 
700 MHz thermal broadening, hyperfine lines will not be seen separately in the measured absorption 
profiles. 

The natural broadening and collisional self broadening both combine to form a homogeneous 
Lorentzian profile. 
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where SNL ννν ∆+∆=∆ .  Natural broadening ∆νN = 2π/Aij = 6.16 MHz. Collisional self broadening is 
∆νs = KsbN, where N is the number density of K atoms.  The self-broadening coefficient Ksb can be found in 
reference [9]. 

The combination of the Gaussian component and Lorentzian component is a Voigt function. 
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For simplification of the calculation of the Voigt profile, the Whiting approximation is used [10]. The 
essence of the Whiting approximation is an empirical approximation by a single equation, and the error is 
predicted to be -5%~+2% within 10 ∆νg.  The result of the modeling is plotted in figure 5 together with the 
experimental results. 

In absorption experiments, a Sacher TEC-500-765-10 External Cavity Diode Laser was used as the light 
source. The Sacher laser has an output power of approximately 10 mW and a linewidth of less than 1 MHz.  
It has an electronically controllable frequency tuning range of approximately 250 GHz by changing the 
voltage on a piezo-electric actuator. Continuous frequency tuning is achieved over about 10 GHz. Beyond 
this range, there is a discontinuity in the frequency due to laser mode hopping.  The laser also has a coarse 
tuning range of approximately 10 nm that is achieved by tuning the screw on the laser head. 

The potassium vapor cell used in this experiment consists with a cylindrical cell body and a cold tip. 
The length of the cell body is 5 cm. Both parts are heated, the body temperature is kept at 200 ºC, and the 
tip temperature of the cell is used to control the potassium vapor pressure. 

The absorption profiles are measured at different tip temperatures. The potassium vapor pressure can be 
calculated for the various tip temperatures [11].  

 

Ttip (ºC) 30 60 100 

Pressure  (torr) 3.6×10-8 7.5×10-7 2.0×10-5 

 
The measurement results are plotted in figure 5.  The modeling matches experimental result almost 

perfectly.  Note that the Full width at Half maximum bandwidth of the absorption profile increases with the 
increase of potassium vapor pressure, from 0.5 GHz at 30 ºC to 3 GHz at 100 ºC. 

III. The Efficiency of the Refluorescent Filter 
The efficiency of the refluorescent filter is one of the most important parameter for its application.  The 

overall efficiency of the system will depend on the reflection efficiency of the potassium vapor filter, the 
collection efficiency of the entrance lens system , and the collection efficiency of the camera imaging lens. 
Only the reflection efficiency of the filter is studied here. To estimate the fundamental quantum efficiency 
of the potassium vapor cell, the fluorescence signal intensity was compared to the scattering intensity from 
a Lambertian surface.  The experiment was set up as shown in figure 6.  The collimated Sacher laser beam 
was sent to the front window of the K vapor cell after passing through an optical chopper and a neutral 
density filter.  The size of the laser beam spot on the cell was roughly 3~5 mm2.  The fluorescent light was 
collected by a lens, and sent to a PMT detector. An aperture was used in front of the PMT to ensure that 
only the fluorescent photons at the potassium vapor cell front surface were detected by the PMT.  The PMT 
signal was passed through a lock-in amplifier and sent to the computer to be analyzed. The wavelength of 
the Sacher laser was tuned across the resonant line and the fluorescence signal as a function of frequency 
was recorded at cell cold tip temperatures ranging from 65 ºC to 110 ºC. 



Subsequently the potassium cell was replaced with a Lambertian surface made from fresh MgO smoke, 
with an estimated scattering efficiency of 98% [12]. The Lambertian surface was located at the same 
position as the potassium cell’s front window and the signal as a function of laser frequency was recorded. 
The Lambertian surface is used as the reference for our efficiency estimation. Finally, to assure that 
background was not significant, the laser was blocked and another scan taken. Figure 6 shows the results of 
these experiments 

From the graph it is evident that the fluorescence cell has its highest efficiency at 90 ºC cold tip 
temperature where it reflects nearly 47% compared to the MgO Lambertian surface, leading to a measured 
refluorescent response of approximately 48% shown in figure 7, which does not take into account the 
reflection losses at the cells double entrance window. Light passed in and out, so it must pass through eight 
surfaces compared to the Lambertian scattered light. At 766.5 nm, each surface has reflection losses of 
3.7%, leaving 96.3% transmission.  That to the eighth power is 74%.  So with antireflection coatings, it 
may be possible to increase the reflectivity by a factor of 1.35 to 65%. 

IV. Modulation Transfer Function and the Imaging Capability of the Refluorescent Filter 
The imaging capability of an imaging system can be characterized as a modulation transfer function 

(MTF). The modulation of image is defined as: 
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where maxT  is the maximum intensity of the image, minT  is the minimum intensity.  Since most images 
have multi spatial frequency components, the modulation for each spatial frequency component can be 
defined separately. 

The image from any real imaging system cannot maintain all the information from the object.  
Normally, the imaging system has different capability of transferring information at different spatial 
frequency. The MTF is defined for the imaging system as the capability of transferring different spatial 
frequency components from the object to the image: 
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where )( fM i  is the modulation of the image at frequency f, )( fM o  is the modulation of the object at f. 
In order to measure the MTF of the potassium vapor cell as a passband filter, the experiment was set up 

as shown in figure 8. The beam from a narrow bandwidth laser was expanded and sent though a diffuser as 
the light source.  Ronchi Rulings with numbers of different lines per inch (lpi) were used as the object.  A 
Nikon camera lens set was used to image the Ronchi Ruling on the refluorescent cell. A Pellicle 
beamsplitter was used to collect the refluorescent photons while passing the image from the object through.   
A camera with microscopic lens set was used to image the light from the cell. The distortion of the Nikon 
lens set and the microscopic lens set are negligible at the center of the field of view, compared to the 
refluorescence cell.   

The laser was tuned across the potassium D2 line, and the image on the refluorescent cell only appeared 
when the laser frequency is at the resonant line. The interference of the reflections from the cell windows 
was avoided by tilting the cell at a small angle (< 5º).  A refluorescent image from a 100 lpi Ronchi Ruling 
is shown in figure 9.   

The refluorescent image is digitized and transferred into the frequency space by Fast Fourier 
Transformation (FFT). The result is plotted in figure 10 (a). 

As a reference, a black-write bar pattern with the same frequency of the refluorescent image is 
generated and transferred to the frequency space as shown in figure 10 (b). 

The FFT of a square-wave has discrete peaks in frequency space. The peak at frequency zero is the 
average intensity of the signal. The first peak near the zero frequency is the intensity of the fundamental 
frequency, then the 3rd harmonic, 5th harmonic and so on.   



The modulation of the image at spatial frequency kf  is given by:  
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So the MTF of the refluorescent cell imaging system is: 
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Due to the limitation of spatial frequency component of the Ronchi ruling, only two or three poinst of 
the MTF can be generated from each Ronchi ruling. In the experiment, Ronchi rulings with 50 lpi, 100 lpi, 
150 lpi and 200 lpi were used. All data are put into one graph and shown in figure 11. 

  From the plot, it can be seen that the spatial frequency response is 50% at 30 cycles per mm.  From the 
model of potassium vapor absorption, the optical depth of potassium vapor at Ttip=100 ºC is roughly 35 µm, 
which means 70% of the at resonant photons are trapped in the first 35 µm after they entered the K vapor.  
Since the reemission point is random in the area,   any image components with finer resolution than this 
length scale will be blurred. This is consistent with our MTF measurements.  Higher values of the MTF at 
high special frequencies are expected for higher number density of the K vapor, but the quantum efficiency 
of the refluorescent filter appears to be reduced by the increase of the collisional quenching, most likely 
with the window. 

V. Conclusion 
Using the refluorescence feature of the K vapor at the resonant wavelength, it has been shown that an 

optically thick potassium cell can be used as a passband filter with high imaging capability.  It has 1GHz 
linewidth, and the highest resolution is 30 lines/mm (33 µm). By comparing the refluorescence to a 
Lambertian surface with known reflectivity, the quantum efficiency of the imaging cell is estimated to be 
>60%. Unlike the conventional interference filters, the refluorescent filter has a theoretical acceptance solid 
angle of 2π. 
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Figure 1. Spectral Features of Missile Plume, 300 – 900 nanometers. [1] 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The concept of the refluorescence passband filter 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3. The Conceptual Design. 

 
Figure 4. The Hyperfine Structure of potassium D2 Line. 



 
 

 
Figure 5. The modeling and measurements of Potassium Cell absorption 

 
 
 

 

1.2- 
30  C Experimental Data 

29 °C Model 

55 °C Experimental Data 

60 °C Model 

766698 766700 766 702 

Wavelength (nm) 

766 704 766.7C 



 
 

 

 
Figure 5. The modeling and measurements of Potassium Cell absorption. (cont.) 

 

 
Figure 6. Experimental Setup for the Efficiency measurements. 

100 °C Experimental Data 

 100°C Model 

'ViUlV,A.ft„wV"^^.WJ;«4<> 

766696 766.698 766 700 766 702 

Wavelength (nm) 

 1 1 1 

766.704 766.706 



 
Figure 7. Efficiency measurement results. measurement. Accounting for the reflection losses of 
the cell's uncoated double window, the refluorescent filter net quantum efficiency is >60%. 

 
Figure 8. Experimental setup for the MTF measurement. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9. The refluorescent image from the potassium vapor cell with a cold tip temperature of 
1000C from a 100 lpi Ronchi Ruling. Line spacing in this image is 110 µ 



 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10.  Spatial intensity distribution (cont.)  (a) From the refluorescent image in figure 9. (b) 
From a bar pattern with the same frequency. 

 



 
 

Figure 11. MTF Measurement result for 1000C cold tip temperature potassium cell 
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